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Abstract

In this paper we examine locomotion in the context
of self-reconfigurable robots. Self-reconfigurable robots
are robots built from many connected modules. A self-
reconfigurable robot can change its shape and configura-
tion by changing the way these modules are connected. The
focus of this paper is to understand how several locomotion
gaits can be represented in such a robot and how the robot
can select one of these gaits depending on its configuration.
We implement a control system based on role based con-
trol in a physical self-reconfigurable robot built from seven
modules. In several experiments we successfully demon-
strate that when the robot is manually reconfigured from a
chain to a quadruped configuration the robot changes gait
from a sidewinder snake gait to a quadruped walking gait.
We conclude that role based control is a promising control
method for controlling locomotion of self-reconfigurable
robots.

1 Introduction

Self-reconfigurable robots are robots built from poten-
tially many connected modules (see Figure 1 for a photo
of such a module or refer to one of several physical re-
alizations of self-reconfigurable robots [7, 8, 10, 11, 12,
13, 14, 15, 16, 23, 26]). Self-reconfigurable robots can
autonomously change the way in which these modules
are connected and through this self-reconfiguration pro-
cess change their shape to fit the task-environment. Due to
this capability self-reconfigurable robots are useful in task-
environments where versatility is of importance [11]. A
robot exploring the surface of a planet might for instance
self-reconfigure into a snake to explore small caves and
later into a rolling track to efficiently cover the distance
back to the station.
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Figure 1: A CONRO module. The male child connectors
are at the bottom right corner of the photo. The female
connector is in the top left corner partly hidden from view.
The two axes shows the modules two degrees of freedom.

Another desirable feature of self-reconfigurable robots
is robustness [11]. The idea is that if one module fails
another one can replace it. However in order to achieve
this the system has to be built from identical modules. It
is an open research question if the system should be built
from just one kind of modules or a few, but for the sake
of robustness it is important that there are modules to re-
place the ones which fail. In order to create a versatile
and robust self-reconfigurable robot the control system also
has to support these features. This implies that modules
should run identical programs to make sure they can re-
place each other. Furthermore distributed control is manda-
tory to avoid a single point of failure. These constraints on
the control system makes the control of self-reconfigurable
robots a significant challenge.



Related work focus on how to reconfigure from one
given shape to another. Centralized methods exist which
plan how to reconfigure from one given shape to another
[6, 5, 15] or distributed methods [11, 22]. Also methods
exist where the shape emerges due to interaction between
the modules and the environment [1]. In this work we
focus on locomotion of self-reconfigurable robots. There
are two broad classes of locomotion algorithms for self-
reconfigurable robots: “water-flow” algorithms where the
robot locomotes by having the modules climbing over each
other [8, 2, 3]. However, for robots covering large distances
this type of locomotion might not be sufficiently fast and
energy efficient. Therefore it is important to develop sys-
tems which are able to locomote in a fixed configuration.
This area is fairly well understood and solutions exist based
on gait control tables [24, 25], hormones [16, 17], and roles
[18, 19].

The pitfall of studying the control of self-reconfigurable
robots in a fixed configuration is that in a fixed configu-
ration it is not important to design a versatile and robust
control system in order to make the system work. There-
fore there is a risk of producing a control system that does
not fit in the context of self-reconfigurable robots. In order
to avoid this pitfall we investigate how several locomotion
gaits can be represented in one self-reconfigurable system
and how the system can change between these gaits during
reconfiguration. In particular we extend our previous work
by showing how role based control can be used in one sys-
tem to represent a gait similar to that of a sidewinder snake
and a quadruped walker. In role based control each module
in the system plays a role. A role controls the motion of the
module and takes care of the coordination with connected
modules. Which role to play is decided based on both lo-
cal configuration and the roles being played by neighboring
connected modules. Specific gaits are not represented glob-
ally, but emerge due to the interaction between role playing
modules. This means that as the robot is manually reconfig-
ured the locomotion pattern changes gradually. In experi-
ments with a real self-reconfigurable robot built from seven
modules we demonstrate that the robot is able to make a
transition from a sidewinder gait to a walker gait when it
is manually reconfigured from a chain configuration to a
quadruped configuration.

2 Role Based Control

Role based control consists of two algorithms. The role
playing algorithm controls the motion of a module and the
coordination and communication with connected modules.
The role selection algorithm selects which role a module
plays based on the local configuration and the roles being
played by connected modules. We will first now describe
these two algorithms.
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Figure 2: A flow diagram of the role playing algorithm.
Refer to Section 2.1 for a description.

2.1 Role Playing

It is assumed that one of the connectors of a module is
defined as a parent connectorp ∈ S where S is the set
consisting of the connectors of a module. The remaining
connectors are defined as child connectorsC = S\{p}.
Modules can only be connected by connecting the parent
connector to a child connector of another module. Note
that the CONRO modules (see Figure 1) cannot physically
be connected in any way that breaks these assumptions.
The reason being that the female connector can be defined
as the parent connector and the three male connectors as
child connectors. Furthermore it is assumed that there are
no loops in the system. These assumptions essentially lim-
its the allowable configurations to tree configurations with
well-defined parent-child relationships.

A role consists of three components. The first com-
ponent is a functionA(t) that specifies the joint angles
of a module given an integert ∈ [0 : T ], whereT is
the period of the motion and the second component that
needs to be specified. The third component is a set of
delaysD. A delay di ∈ D specifies the delay between
the child connected to connectori ∈ C and the parent.
That is, if the parent is at steptparent the child is at
tchild = (tparent − di) modulus T .

Given these assumptions a module plays a role by fol-
lowing the role playing algorithm outlined in Figure 2. Ini-
tially t is set to zero. If it is time to send a signal because
t = di a signal is sent through connectori. If a signal is re-
ceived from the parent, through connectorp, t is reset. This
insures that the module is delayed as described above com-
pared to the parent. Finally the positions of the servos are
updated andt is incremented after which the next iteration
is initiated.



In earlier work we have shown that this basic role play-
ing algorithm is sufficient to produce locomotion patterns
similar to that of a caterpillar and a sidewinder snake [18].

2.2 Role Selection

In more complex locomotion patterns it cannot be as-
sumed that all modules play the same role. This implies
that modules need to be able to play different roles and
be able to select between them. This introduces the need
for a role selection algorithm. The selection is based on
the local configuration and which roles connected mod-
ules are playing. Before we introduce the role selection
algorithm we will introduce some functions. The function
C : S → Boolean returns true if a module is connected
to connectori ∈ S and false otherwise. The function
NC : S → S returns the connector of the neighbor to
which the connectori ∈ S of this module is connected.
Given thatR is the set of roles that a module can play the
functionNR : S → R returns the role being played by the
module connected to connectori ∈ S.

The local configuration is specified by: 1) The subset of
connectors to which modules are connected{i ∈ S|C(i)}
2) The connector of the parent to which the module is con-
nectedNC(p) if C(p). The local configuration is sufficient
to select roles in simple configurations.

In configurations where the role cannot only be selected
based on the local configuration the role is selected based
on the set of roles being played by connected modules
{r ∈ R|i ∈ S ∧ C(i) ∧ R(i) = r}. For instance five
modules might be connected in a chain to form an arm.
In this configuration the modules might have to play the
roles of a shoulder, upper arm, elbow, lower arm, and wrist.
The three modules in the middle cannot decided which role
to play based on the local configuration, because the lo-
cal configuration is identical for all of them. However if a
module finds out that the parent is playing the shoulder role
it can select the upper arm role and so on. In a tree config-
uration the root can determine it is the root based on the
local configuration. The root can then instruct its children
that they are children of the root and where they are con-
nected. By induction we can see that it is possible to use
this mechanism to decide a modules position in the global
configuration if needed.

By combining these two selection mechanisms it can be
decided as locally as possible what role a module should
play which is important if the system is to scale.

3 The CONRO Robot

In the experiments reported in Section 5 we use the
CONRO self-reconfigurable robot. The CONRO robot has
been developed at USC’s Information Sciences Institute

[4, 9] (see Figure 1). The modules are roughly shaped as
rectangular boxes measuring 10cm x 4.5cm x 4.5cm and
weigh 100grams. The modules have a female connector
located at one end by definition facing souths and three
male connectors located at the other end facing easte, west
w, and northn makingSconro = {s, e, w, n}. The parent
connectorp is defined to be the female connectors. Each
connector has an infra-red transmitter and receiver used for
local communication and sensing. The modules have two
controllable degrees of freedom: pitch (up and down) and
yaw (side to side). Processing is taken care of by an on-
board Basic Stamp 2 processor. The modules have onboard
batteries, but these do not supply enough power for the ex-
periments reported here and therefore the modules are pow-
ered through cables.

4 Implementation

We will now show how to combine the sidewinder gait
and the walking gait previously reported in [18, 19]. In or-
der to perform these gaits four different roles are needed:
sidewinder (sw), spine (sp), east leg (eleg), and west leg
(wleg). That isR = {sw, sp, eleg, wleg}. These roles are
listed below. The focus of this paper is to understand how
these roles are combined and not how to design roles so
therefore if you want more details about these role defini-
tions please refer to [21].

A(sw, t) =
{

pitch(t) = 20◦cos( 2π
T t)

yaw(t) = 50◦sin( 2π
T t)

dnorth =
T

5
T = 180

(1)

A(sp, t) =
{

pitch(t) = 0◦

yaw(t) = 25◦ cos( 2π
T t + π)

deast =
T

4

dsouth =
2T

4

dwest =
3T

4
T = 180

The east leg role (eleg) is shown below. The west leg role
(wleg) is identical except thatt is replaced by2π − t.

A(eleg, t) =
{

pitch(t) = 35◦ cos( 2π
T t)− 55◦

yaw(t) = 40◦ sin( 2π
T t)

T = 180



sw → sp, if C(e) ∨ C(w)
→ wleg , if C(p) ∧NC(p) = w
→ eleg , if C(p) ∧NC(p) = e

sp → sw, if ¬(C(e) ∨ C(w))
→ wleg , if C(p) ∧NC(p) = w
→ eleg , if C(p) ∧NC(p) = e

leg → sw, if (C(p) ∧R(p) = sw) ∨ C(n)
→ sp, if C(p) ∧R(p) = sp

Figure 3: This figure shows the rules used to decide when
to change between roles. The rolesR are sidewinder (sw),
spine (sp), east leg (eleg), and west leg(wleg). The tran-
sitions for the west leg and the east leg are the same and
are therefore both represented byleg. The CONRO mod-
ule have the connectorsS = {e, w, n, s} where the parent
connectorp = s. The functionC : S → Boolean returns
a boolean value that indicates if a modules is connected to
the specified connector. The functionNC : S → R returns
the connector of the parent module to which this module is
connected. The functionR : S → R returns the role being
played by the module connected to the specified connector.

While playing these roles the local configuration and
the roles being played by connected modules are moni-
tored.This information is used to decide when to change
role. The rules are as described below and shown in Figure
3.

A module playing the sidewinder role changes to the
spine role if a module is connected to either the east or the
west connector. If it is connected to the east or west side of
a module it plays the role of the corresponding leg.

The rules for the spine role are similar to those of the
sidewinder role except that if both modules to the sides are
detached it changes role to a sidewinder module.

The legs decide to change role to sidewinder or spine
if they are connected to the north connector of a module
playing one of these roles. Additionally if a leg has a
module connected on its north connector it changes role to
sidewinder. This last transition is made to make sure that
a leg placed at the root of the configuration tree discovers
that and plays an appropriate role.

5 Experiments

In order to evaluate this system we conducted a series
of experiments with a self-reconfigurable robot made from
seven CONRO modules. The robot is initially configured
into a long chain. The root module is started using an infra-
red signal. The root module signals its child afterT/5 and
so on. After6T/5 corresponding to approximately three

Figure 4: The reconfiguration process of experiment 1. The
solid lines represent modules. The robot starts in a chain
configuration as shown at the top. The modules are then
manually reconfigured as indicated by the dashed arrows
until the quadruped configuration shown at the bottom is
obtained.

seconds all modules are synchronized and take part in the
sidewinder gait. The synchronization time is increased by
one period per synchronization signal missed. However
in the experiments reported this was not observed. It was
then recorded how long it takes to move 63cm using the
sidewinder gait. The robot is then picked up and by-hand
reconfigured into a four legged walker. In each experiment
the reconfiguration sequence is different. The reconfigu-
ration sequence for experiment 1 can be seen in Figure
4. When the system is synchronized again the robot is al-
lowed to walk 87cm and this time is also measured. Note
that throughout each experiment the modules are not reset.
Three snapshots from an experiment is shown in Figure 5.

We repeated the experiment four times. It took on
average 12.3±1.0sec to cover 63cm corresponding to
5.1cm/sec as a sidewinder. It took 36.5±2.4sec to walk
87cm corresponding to 2.4cm/sec. Detailed data can be
found in Figure 6. Videos of these experiments can be
found on the web page: http://www.isi.edu/conro.

6 Discussion

In the implementation section we saw that it is easy to
extend role based control to be able to represent two gaits
and a mechanism to select between them. The implemen-
tation is minimal which is also indicated by the fact that
the main loop is implemented using only 350 lines of Ba-
sic Stamp 2 code including code for communication and



Figure 5: The robot first covers a distance of 63cm using a sidewinder gait (left). The robot is then manually reconfigured
into a quadruped walker (middle). Finally the robot walks 87cm (right). Note that the cables only provide power.

motor control. The algorithm is also efficient. It manages
to keep the modules synchronized only using constant time
per period meaning that the locomotion speed is indepen-
dent of the number of modules as shown in [19]. The time
required to synchronize the system after a role change is
proportional toO(h) whereh is the height of the configu-
ration tree.

In role based control it is possible for a module to
change role in response to any configuration change even
if it does not occur in the immediate neighborhood of the
module. This feature makes it possible to design a system
that always produces an optimal locomotion pattern given
a configuration. However a problem in realizing this is the
increased complexity of the system, because of the poten-
tially large number of roles and role selection conditions.

In role based control it is also possible for a module to
change role based on a role change of another module. This
feature facilitates turn taking where for instance the left leg
explicitly waits for the right leg to be on the ground before
it starts to move. In the implementation presented here this
feature is not needed, because the period is constant for
all roles and therefore the synchronization of the legs is
automatically handled by role based control. However this
might not the case in situations where the period depends
on sensor input.

The experiments demonstrate that the system is ro-
bust to communication errors and reconfiguration which
are important features of algorithms designed for self-
reconfigurable robots. It might be worth to try to under-
stand how this extreme robustness comes about. In Shen et
al. [17] hormones are created by one module and the ac-
tions of the rest of the modules are executed and synchro-
nized as this hormone is propagated through the configura-
tion tree and back. The next hormone is generated when the
previous hormone is propagated back to the creator. This
means that critical state information is only represented one
place in the system - in the hormone. The consequence is
that if a hormone is lost the system stops (note that this
event is likely to happen during reconfiguration). In role
based control this is avoided, because each module essen-

experiment sidewinder walker
1 13 25
2 11 30
3 13 28
4 12 30

avg 12.3 36.5
std.dev. 1.0 2.4

Figure 6: This figure shows the experimental data for four
experiments. The second column indicated the time (sec-
onds) it took for the robot to synchronize and move 63cm
using the sidewinder gait. The third column indicates the
time (seconds) it to took to locomote 87cm using the walker
gait. The last two rows indicate respectively the average
and standard deviation of these four experiments.

tially acts as the master of its subtree and signals are resent
every period. In Yim [24, 25] modules have IDs and pick
actions based on this ID which means each module has to
be placed in a specific position in the configuration tree in
order for the system to work. Furthermore the system is
synchronized by a centralized master which means that if
the master fails the system fails. This leads us to conclude
that role based control gains its robustness from the dis-
tributed representation of the state of the gait and the fact
that the modules are not assumed to have IDs.

In the work presented here roles changes occur in re-
sponse to changes in the local configuration or role changes
of connected modules. However a role change can also take
place in response to elapsed time or sensor input as inves-
tigated in [20]. This might be a possible way to proceed in
order to implement more complex behaviors.

In the current implementation the robot is reconfigured
by hand. This is of course not satisfactory. We are currently
working on using role based control to control the self-
reconfiguration process itself. This would give a simple
uniform algorithm able to control both self-reconfiguration
and locomotion.



7 Summary

In this paper we have investigated how multiple gaits
can be implemented in the same system using role based
control. We have demonstrated that a self-reconfigurable
robot made from seven CONRO modules is able to change
from a sidewinder gait to a walker gait when the robot is
manually reconfigured from a chain to a quadruped walker.
The reconfiguration is done by hand, but without resetting
or reprogramming the modules. Finally we have discussed
that the key aspects of the system which make it possible
to change between gaits include a distributed representation
of the state and a system that does not rely on IDs.
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